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Let A and B be two unital separable simple nuclear C*-algebras with tracial
topological rank zero. Suppose that both A and B have the local approximation
property: for any finite subset F and e > 0, there is a C*-subalgebra C such that its
dimensions of irreducible representations are bounded and
dist(x, C) < e for all x ¥F.
Suppose also that rA(K0(A)) is a divisible group, where rA: K0(A)Q Aff(T(A)) is
the homomorphism from K0(A) to affine functions on the tracial space of A. Then
A 5 B if and only if
(K0(A), K0(A)+, [1A], K1(A)) 5 (K0(B), K0(B)+, [1B], K1(B)).
Applications to simple crossed products arising from smooth minimal dynamical
systems are given. Let M1 and M2 be compact manifolds, hi: Mi QMi be a
minimal diffeomorphism (i=1, 2) and let Ai=C*(Z, Mi, hi). Suppose that
TR(Ai)=0 and the range of K0(Ai) in Aff(T(Ai)) is divisible. Then A1 5 A2 if and
only if
(K0(A1), K0(A1), [1A1], K0(A1))) 5 (K0(A2), K0(A2)+, [1A2], K1(A2)).
© 2001 Elsevier Science
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently rapid progress has been made in classifying nuclear simple
C*-algebras ([Ell1, EE, EG, Ell2, DG, DL, Ln3, G1, EGL, DE, Ln4], to
name a few). For example, simple direct limits of homogeneous C*-algebras
of slow dimension growth with real rank zero, and simple direct limits of
homogeneous C*-algebras with very slow dimension growth can be clas-
sified by their K-theoretical data ([EG] and [EGL]). Classification results
for nuclear simple C*-algebras without any assumed direct limit structure
have also been obtained (cf. [Ln3, DE, Ln4]). In this paper, we study
implications of these results and their possible applications.
It is known that many crossed products arising from minimal dynamical
systems are simple C*-algebras. It is very important to know whether the
results in classification of nuclear C*-algebras can be applied to classify
these minimal dynamical systems.
Let A be a C*-algebra. We say that its irreducible representations have
bounded dimension, if there is d > 0 such that every irreducible representa-
tion of A has finite dimension at most d. Denote by BD the class of unital
separable C*-algebras whose irreducible representations have bounded
dimensions. A C*-algebra A is said to have the local BD approxima-
tion property if for any e > 0 and any finite subset F … A, there is a
C*-subalgebra B ¥BD such that
dist(a, B) < e for all a ¥F.
Denote by LBD the set of all unital C*-algebras with the local BD
approximation property. We prove the following theorem (using recent
results in classification of nuclear C*-algebras):
Let A and B in LBD be two separable simple nuclear C*-algebras with
TR(A)=TR(B)=0. Suppose that rA(K0(A)) is a divisible group. Then
A 5 B if and only if
(K0(A), K0(A)+, [1A], K1(A)) 5 (K0(B), K0(B)+, [1B], K1(B)).
We note that if A is a direct limit of homogeneous C*-algebras, then A is in
LBD.
Recently, Q. Lin and N. C. Phillips have shown that simple crossed
products A arising from minimal smooth dynamical systems have a certain
local (unital) subhomogeneous approximation property. It was also shown
that these simple C*-algebras A have weakly unperforated K0-groups and
have stable rank one. We are particularly interested in the cases in which A
have real rank zero. At least under the assumption of finitely many extre-
mal traces, TR(A)=0 if it has real rank zero. A unital subhomogeneous
C*-algebra is a C*-subalgebra of Mn(C(X)), for some compact Hausdorff
space X. Every irreducible representation of a subhomogeneous C*-algebra
is finite dimensional and its dimension is bounded (by n). So in particular,
A is in LBD. Therefore the main result of this paper can be applied to
these simple crossed products. Let M1 and M2 be compact manifolds,
hi: Mi QMi be aminimal diffeomorphism (i=1, 2) and letAi=C*(Z, Mi, hi).
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Suppose that TR(Ai)=0 and rAi (K0(Ai) is divisible. We show that A1 5 A2
if and only if
(K0(A1), K0(A1), [1A1], K1(A1)) 5 (K0(A2), K0(A2)+, [1A2], K1(A2)).
By the results in [Ln3], to classify separable nuclear simple C*-algebras
of tracial topological rank zero satisfying the Universal Coefficient Theorem,
it suffices to establish a so-called existence theorem. Given a separable
nuclear simple C*-algebra A with TR(A)=0 satisfying the UCT, let B be a
simple direct limit of (trivial) homogeneous C*-algebras of slow dimension-
al growth with real rank zero and with the same (scaled) ordered K-theory
as A. By the UCT, there exists a ¥KL(A, B)+ such that a induces the iso-
morphism from Kg(A) onto Kg(B). By the results in [Ln3], to show that
A 5 B, it suffices to show that there is a sequence of approximately mul-
tiplicative contractive completely positive linear maps Ln: AQ B such that
[Ln] and a coincide on any finite subgroup of Kg(A, Z/kZ) (k=0, 1, ...).
For many C*-algebras, such Ln have been shown to exist. There is an exis-
tence theorem in [Ln3] (see also in [DE]). However, it does not provide
contractive completely positive linear maps which carry the order of K0(A).
The main technical part of this paper starts to recover the order structure
of K0(A). The condition that the range of the traces on K0(A) is divisible is
used to provide certain injectivity.
2. ORDERED GROUPS AND EXTENSIONS OF
POSITIVE HOMOMORPHISMS
Definition 2.1. Let A be a C*-algebra such that every irreducible
representation is finite dimensional. Let X be a subset of Aˆ, the spectrum
of A (here we identify Aˆ with primitive ideals). We denote by s(X) the set
of traces on A defined by a(t)=tr p p(a) (t ¥ s(X)), where p ¥X is a finite
dimensional irreducible representation and tr is the standard normalized
trace on p(A) ( 5Mk for some integer k > 0). We also use s(A) for s(Aˆ).
For each projection p ¥ A éK, pQ p(t) (t ¥ s(A)) gives a positive
homomorphism from K0(A) to C(s(A)), where s(A) is equipped with the
weak*-topology and C(s(A)) is the set of continuous functions on s(A).
This homomorphism will be denoted by DA.
Definition 2.2. Let BD be the class of those C*-algebras whose irre-
ducible representations are finite dimensional and their ranks are bounded.
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A C*-algebra A is said to be locally BD, if for any finite subset F … A and
e > 0, there exists a unital C*-subalgebra B … A such that B ¥BD and
dist(x, B) < e
for all x ¥F.
2.3. Let A be a C*-algebra. Denote by kAˆ the subset of primitive ideals
of A corresponding to irreducible representations of A with finite dimen-
sion no more than k. Set Aˆk=k Aˆ0 k−1Aˆ.
Lemma 2.4. Let A be a unital separable C*-algebra such that every irre-
ducible representation has rank no more than k. Let 1=f1, f2, ...,
fm ¥ DA(K0(A)+) and G be the subgroup generated by f1, f2, ..., fm. Then
there exist t1, t2, ..., tN ¥ s(A) such that
gW (g(t1), g(t2), ..., g(tN))
is an order embedding from G to QN.
Proof. We prove this by induction on k.
If k=1, A=C(X) for some compact Hausdorff space X. We may
assume that fi=pi−qi, where pi, qi ¥MK(C(X)) are projections (i=
1, 2, ..., m and K > 0). Note that DA maps K0(A) to C(X, Z). For each fi,
the values of fi can only be l=0, 1, ..., K. Therefore we may write
X=1Nj=1 Xj such that each fi is constant on Xj (i=1, 2, ..., k and
j=1, 2, ..., N). Thus,
fW (f(t1), f(t2), ..., f(tN))
is an order isomorphism, where tj ¥ s(Xj). This proves the case in which
k=1.
Suppose that the lemma holds for k < m.
Now assume that k=m. Let
I={a ¥ A : p(a)=0 if p ¥ k−1Aˆ}.
Then I is a C*-subalgebra whose irreducible representations have the same
rank k. It is well known that Iˆ is locally compact and Hausdorff. Let
W … Aˆk be an open subset with compact closure and let
JW={a ¥ I : p(a)=0 if p ¥ W¯}.
Then I/JW is a unital C*-algebra such that every irreducible representation
has rank k. Hence I/JW has continuous trace. Therefore I/JW is locally
trivial as vector bundles over W¯ (see [Dix] and [F]). This shows that
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I=C0(Aˆk,F, Mk) has continuous trace and is locally trivial. Let
f: AQ A/I. Then every irreducible representation has rank less than k.
There is an injective map from j: GQK0(A) such that DA p j=idG. Set
G1=Df(A) p fg p j(G). By the inductive assumption there are t1, t2, ..., tl ¥
s(A/I)(s(k−1Aˆ)) such that
gW (f(t1), f(t2), ..., f(tl))
from G1 to Q l is an order isomorphism. Note Iˆ=Aˆk. Define Y: GQ
Cb(Aˆk, F), where F={m/k: m ¥ Z} by gW g|s(Aˆk). Note that for each fi,
the value of (fi)|s(Aˆk) can only be chosen to lie in the set {m/k :
m=0, ±1, ..., ±K}, for some large K > 0. As in the case k=1, there are
tl+1, tl+2, ..., tN ¥ s(Aˆk) such that
f|s(Aˆk) W (f(tl+1), f(tl+2), ..., f(tN))
is an order isomorphism.
We now verify that the map
fW (f(t1), f(t2), ..., f(tN))
is an order isomorphism. If f ¥ G and f(ti)=0 for i=1, 2, ..., N, then,
from the above f|s(Aˆk)=0 and Df(A) p fg p j(f)=0. The latter implies that
f|s(k−1Aˆ)=0. Therefore f=0. Thus the map is injective. It is clear that the
map is a positive homomorphism. Suppose that f(ti) \ 0 (i=1, 2, ..., N).
From above, Df(A) p fg p j(f) \ 0. Hence f|s(k−1Aˆ) \ 0. We also have f|s(Aˆk)
\ 0. So f \ 0. Therefore the map is an order isomorphism. L
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and B be an ideal. Suppose
that y is a tracial state of A and {ea} is an approximate identity for B. Then
y1(a)=lima y(aea) and y2(a)=lima y(a(1−ea))
are two traces on A such that y(a)=y1(a)+y2(a) and (y2)|B=0.
Proof. For any a ¥ A and a \ b,
|y(aea)− y(aeb)|2=y(a(ea−eb))2 [ y(a*a) y((ea−eb)2) [ y(a*a) y(ea−eb).
Since lima y(ea)=||y|B ||.
y(ea−eb)Q 0
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as b and a increase. This implies that y1 is well defined. It is easy to check
that y1 is a trace on B. Similarly, y2 is well-defined (see also (Ln1]). Since
y(a)=y(aea)+y(a(1−ea),
y(a)=y1(a)+y2(a)
for all a ¥ A. Note that y2(b)=0 for all b ¥ B. L
Lemma 2.6. Let A ¥BD and y be a tracial state on A. Then there exist
Borel measures mi on Aˆi such that ;ki=1 mi(Aˆi)=1 and
y(f)=C
k
i=1
F
Aˆi
tr(p(f)) dmi(p)
for any f ¥ A éMK and for any integer K > 0, where tr is the standard
normalized trace on p(A) (p ¥ Aˆ).
Proof. Case (1) k=1. This follows from the Riesz representation
theorem.
Assume that the lemma holds for k < N. Now assume that k=N. Let
I={a ¥ A : p(a)=0 for all p ¥ Aˆk}.
Note that Aˆk (which we identify with Iˆ) is a locally compact Hausdorff
space. As in the proof of 2.4, I=C0(Aˆk,F, Mk) has continuous trace and
is locally trivial. Let W … Aˆk be an open subset with compact closure. There
are open subsets W1, W2, ..., WL … W¯ such that 1 Wi=W and I|Wi is a trivial
continuous vector field. Therefore there is a measure n −j on Wj such that
y|Ji (f)=> tr(f(p)) dn −j, where f ¥MK(Ji) (K=1, 2, ...) and Ji is the ideal
consisting of those f ¥ I which vanish outside of Wj. From this it is easy to
see that there are disjoint Borel subsets Y1, Y2, ..., YLŒ … Wˆ such that
1 Yj=Wˆ and Borel measures n'j on Yj such that
y|JW (f)=C
LŒ
j=1
F tr(p)) dn'j
for all f ¥ f ¥MK(J) (K=1, 2, ...). Thus there is a Borel measure nW such
that
y|JW (f)=F tr(f(p)) dnW
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for f ¥MK(JW) (K=1, 2, ...) Since this holds for all open subsets W with
compact closure, a standard measure theory argument shows that there
exists a Borel measure mI on Aˆk such that
y|I(f)=F
Aˆk
tr(f(p)) dmI
for all f ¥MK(I) (K=1, 2, ...) and ||y|I ||=mI(Aˆk).
Let y1(a)=limay(aea) for a ¥ A, where {ea} is an approximate identity
for I. Therefore
y1(a)=F
Aˆk
tr(a(p)) dmI
for all a ¥MK(A) (K=0, 1, ...). Let y2=limay(a(1−ea)). By 2.5, y2 is
a trace on A/I. Thus, by the inductive assumption, there exist Borel
measures m −j on Aˆj (j=1, 2, ..., k−1) such that
y2
||y2 ||
(f)=C
k−1
j=1
F
Aˆj
tr(f(p)) dm −j
for f ¥MK(A/I) (K=1, 2, ...). If we view y2 as a trace on A and let
mj=m
−
j/||y2 ||, then we may write
y2(a)=C
k−1
j=1
F
Aˆj
tr(a(p)) dmj
for all a ¥MK(A) (K=1, 2, ...). By 2.5, y(a)=y1(a)+y2(a) for a ¥ A (with
mk=mI) we have
y(a)=C
k
j=1
F
Aˆj
tr(a(p)) dmj
for all a ¥MK(A) (K=1, 2, ...). L
Corollary 2.7. Let A ¥BD and T(A) be the space of tracial states.
Then the (weak) closure of the convex hull of s(A) is T(A).
Proof. Let m be a normalized Borel measure on Aˆj. Then, by I.2.1 [Alf]
and (2.6), (2.7) after that, we see that m may be viewed as a point (bary-
center) of the closure of the convex hull of s(Aˆj). The corollary follows
immediately from this and 2.6. L
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Lemma 2.8. Let G … Zk be an ordered subgroup of Zk. Suppose that D is
a divisible subgroup of R containing 1. Let k: GQ D be a positive homo-
morphism. Then there exists a positive homomorphism k˜: ZkQ D such that
k˜|G=k.
Proof. By [GH], there exists a positive homomorphism F: ZkQ R
such that F|G=k. We may write F((x1, x2, ..., xk))=;ki=1 xiai, where
(x1, x2, ..., xk) ¥ Zk. We first assume that ai > 0 for all i.
Let H0={rg: r ¥Q, g ¥ G}. So H0 …Qk is a Q-linear subspace of Qk. If
dimH0=k, then H0=Qk. We define k˜Œ(rg)=rk(g) and k˜=k˜Œ|Zk. Since D
is divisible, this would end the proof.
Let e1=(1, 0, ..., 0), e2=(0, 1, 0, ..., 0), ..., and ek=(0, ..., 0, 1) and let
Rk be the real Hilbert space with inner product
Ox, yP=C
k
i=1
xi yi,
where x=;ki=1 xiei and y=;ki=1 yiei. Set H −0={rg: r ¥ R, g ¥ G} … Rk.
Define f: H −0 Q R by f(rg)=rk(g) (r ¥ R and g ¥ G). There exists t ¥H −0
such that f(s)=Os, tP for all s ¥H −0. Let z1, z2, ..., zm ¥H0=QG be a
linear basis. Performing a Gram–Schmidt process, we obtain an ortho-
normal set v1, ..., vm ¥H0=QG …Qk which is an orthonormal basis for
H −0. Write t=;mi=1 zivi ¥H −0. Since D is divisible and the image of k is in
D, zi ¥ D. Therefore t ¥ Dk.
Let w=;ki=1 aiei. Define F˜: RkQ R by F˜(h)=Oh, wP(h ¥ Rk). This
implies that Og, tP=Og, wP for all g ¥H0. Let P: QkQH0 be the orthog-
onal projection. Then P ¥Mk(Q). Therefore
Og, tP=Og, PwP for all g ¥H0.
In fact, for any z ¥ (1−P) Rk,
Og, tP=Og, t+zP
for all g ¥H0 and there exists z=(b1, ..., bk) ¥ (1−P) Rk such that
ti+bi=ai > 0,
where t=;ki=1 tiei and i=1, 2, ..., k. It is clear that (1−P) Qk is dense in
(1−P) Rk. Therefore there are z (n)=;ki=1 b (n)i ei ¥ (1−P) Qk such that
z (n)Q z. Note that b (n)i ¥Qk. Since ai > 0, for sufficiently large n
ti+b
(n)
i > 0 i=1, 2, ..., k.
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Choose a large n and let z=;ki=1 (ti+b (n)i ) ei. Then z ¥ (Dk)+ and
Og, tP=Og, zP for all g ¥ G.
Define k˜(g)=Og, zP for all g ¥ Zk. Then k˜ is positive and k˜|G=k.
Now for the general case, we note that ai \ 0 for all i. We may assume
that ai > 0 if i [ i [ l and ai=0 if i=l+1, l+2, ..., k. Let Q: ZkQ Z l be
the standard projection and G1=Q(G). Let w1=; li=1 aiei. Define L(g)=
Og, w1P for g ¥ G1 and F1(h)=Oh, w1P. Note that L(Q(g))=k(g) for
g ¥ G and L maps G1 into D. By applying above, there exists L˜: Z lQ D
such that L˜|G1=L. Define k˜=L˜ pQ. L
One should note that if a=(n1, n2, ..., nk) ¥ Z+ and nj > 0, then a is an
order unit for Zk.
Lemma 2.9. Let G and D be as in Lemma 2.8 such that G contains an
order unit of Zk. Suppose that f: GQ D is a positive homomorphism such
that f(g) > 0 for all g ¥ G+0{0}. Then there exists a positive homomorphism
f˜: ZkQ D such that f˜|G=f and f˜(ej) ] 0, where ej is as in the proof of 2.8.
Proof. Let Pj: ZkQ Z be the projection on jth coordinate. We may
assume, without loss of generality, that Pj(G) ] 0 for j=1, 2, ..., L and
Pj(G)=0 if j=L+1, ..., k. Suppose that there exists f˜: ZLQ D such that
f˜|G=f and f˜(ej) > 0 for j [ L. Then, we can define f˜(ej)=fj for some
fj ¥ D+0{0} and j=L+1, ..., k. Therefore, to save notation, we may
assume that Pj(G) ] 0 for all j.
(1) We first show that
aj=inf{f(y)/n: n ¥N, y ¥ G, nej [ y} > 0
for every j. To save the notation without loss of generality, we may only
consider the case that j=1. Set
a1=inf{f(y)/n: n ¥N, y ¥ G, ne1 [ y}.
Let yn ¥ G such that m(n) e1 [ yn and f(yn)/m(n)Q a1. Write
yn=(z
(n)
1 , z
(n)
2 , ..., z
(n)
k ).
Suppose S is the subset of {1, 2, ..., k} such that {z (n)j } is bounded if j ¥ S.
By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that z (n)j Q. if j ¨ S and
z (n)j =zj if j ¥ S (for some zj ¥ Z+). Furthermore, by passing a subsequence,
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we may assume that z (n)j < z
(n+1)
j for all j ¨ S. In particular, we may assume
that yn [ yn+1. Since G contains an order unit of Zk, there is at least one
yn > m(n) e1 for some m(n) > 0.
We claim that if a1=0, then 1 ¨ S. Otherwise,
f(yn)/z
(1)
1 \ f(y1)/z(1)1 > 0
which implies that a1 > 0.
We now assume that 1 ¨ S. If S ]”, let wn=yn−y1. We may assume
that wn \ 0. Note that wn [ yn. Since wn [ yn and (m(n)−z (1)1 ) e1 [ wn,
inf{f(wn)/(m(n)−z
(1)
1 )}= lim
nQ.
(f(yn−y1)/(m(n)−z
(1)
1 )
= lim
nQ.
1 m(n)
m(n)−z (1)1
2 1f(yn)
m(n)
2− f(y1)
m(n)−z (1)1
=a1.
Therefore, we may assume that z (n)j Q. for j=1, 2, ..., l and z (n)j =0 for
j=l+1, ..., k. So we also have S={l+1, ..., k}.
Again we assume that a1=0.
We have that yn−y1 \ 0 for all n \ 2. Suppose that
z (n)j =m
(n)
j z
(1)
j and m
(n)
j Q. (nQ. j=1, 2, ..., l).
Let ln=min{m
(n)
j : j=1, 2, ..., l}. By passing to a subsequence, we may
assume that ln=m
(n)
l . We claim that l ] 1. Set c=max{z (1)j : j ¨ S} ( > 0).
Otherwise (l=1) if m(n) e1 [ yn, then m(n) [ cln and
f(yn)/m(n) \ f(yn)/cln \ f(ln y1)/cln=f(y1)/c > 0.
Since we assume a1=0, this is not possible. So we may assume that
ln=m
(n)
l (l > 1). Since
1 ln
m(n)
2 f(y1) [ f(yn)/m(n)Q 0,
we know that ln/m(n)Q 0.
Set wn=c(yn−ln y1). Then wn \ 0 and wn ¥ G. Note wn \ c(m(n)−ln) e1.
However,
lim
nQ.
f(wn)/c(m(n)−ln)
= lim
nQ.
f(yn−ln y1)/(m(n)−ln)
= lim
nQ.
51 m(n)
m(n)−ln
2 1f(yn)
m(n)
2−1 ln
m(n)−ln
2 f(y1)6=a1
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(since ln/m(n)Q 0). Thus, we may assume that z (n)j Q. for j=2, ..., l−1
and z (n)j =0 for j=l, ..., k. Therefore, by repeating the above (if a1=0)
and by induction, we may assume that z (n)j =0 for all j \ 2. But in this case,
ze1 ¥ G for some positive integer z. Hence a1 > 0. A contradiction.
(2) We now show that there is w=(a1, ..., ak) ¥ Zk such that Oz, wP=
f(z) for all z ¥ G and ai > 0.
Case (i).
dj=sup{f(g)/n: n ¥N, g [ nej, g ¥ G} > 0
for all j.
LetG1=G+Ze1. Define k˜(g+me1)=f(g)+md1. It follows from Lemma
3.1 in [GH] that k˜ is a positive homomorphism with k˜(e1)=d1 > 0. Since
G … G1,
d −j=sup{k˜(g)/n: n ¥N, g [ nej, g ¥ G1}
\ sup{f(g)/n: g [ nej, g ¥ G}=dj
for j=1, 2, ..., k. We define k˜(g+me2)=k˜(g)+md
−
2. Then k˜(ei) > 0,
i=1, 2. We repeat this process. Thus we let aj=k˜(ej) > 0, j=1, 2, ..., k.
Case (ii).
d1, d2, ..., dl=0, and dl+1 > 0, ..., dk > 0.
We will use induction on l to complete the proof of (2).
Suppose that l=1. By (1)
a1=inf{f(g)/n: n ¥N, g ¥ G, ne1 [ g} > 0.
By Lemma 3.1 in [GH], there is a positive homomorphism k˜: G+Zei Q D
such that (k˜)|G=f and
0 < k˜(e1) [ a1.
Set G1=G+Ze1. We have
sup{k˜(g)/n: g ¥ G1, ne1 \ g}=k˜(e1) < 0.
Also, since G … G1,
sup{k˜(g)/n: g ¥ G1, nej \ g} \ sup{f(g)/n: g ¥ G : nej \ g} > 0,
if dj > 0. So the case that l=1 can be reduced to the case (i).
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This argument also shows that the number of d −js which are zero could
be reduced by one. Thus induction reduces case (ii) to case (i).
(3) By (2), there is a positive homomorphism F: ZkQ R such that
F|G=f with F((x1, x2, ..., xk))=;ki=1 xiai such that ai > 0 for all i. Thus
by the proof of 2.8, f˜ can be found so that f˜(ej) > 0 for j=1, 2, ..., k. L
Lemma 2.10. Let G and f be as in Lemma 2.9. We also assume that
f(g) > 0 for all g ¥ G+0{0}. Suppose that
0 < sup{f(g)/n: g ¥ G, g [ nej}=inf{f(g)/n: g ¥ G, g \ nej},
where ej is as in the proof of 2.8. Then there is a positive integer m and
g ¥ G+ such that g=me1.
Proof. It follows from 2.9 that
di=inf{f(g)/n: g ¥ G, g \ nei} > 0
for i=1, 2, ..., k. Suppose that gn ¥ G+ such that gn \ m(n) e1,
f(gn)/m(n)Q d1 > 0
as nQ. and sn ¥ G such that sn [ k(n) e1 such that
f(sn)/k(n)Q d1 > 0
as nQ.. Suppose that
gn=(z
(n)
1 , z
(n)
2 , ..., z
(n)
k ) and sn=(x
(n)
1 , x
(n)
2 , ..., x
(n)
k ).
We see that x (n)1 [ k(n) and we may assume that z (n)1 =m(n). Also z (n)i \ 0
and x (n)i [ 0 for i=2, ..., k. Extend f to QG by defining f(rg)=rf(g) for
all r ¥Q and g ¥ G. Then
gn/z
(n)
1 =(1, r
(n)
2 , ..., r
(n)
k ) and sn/x
(n)
1 =(q
(n)
1 , q
(n)
2 , ..., q
(n)
k ),
where r (n)i =z
(n)
1 /z
(n)
1 \ 0 and q (n)i =x(n)i /k(n) [ 0 for i=2, ..., k.
Since f(gn)/z
(n)
1 , f(sn)/k(n)Q dj,
f(1−q (n)1 , r
(n)
2 −q
(n)
2 , ..., r
(n)
k −q
(n)
k )Q 0
as nQ.. Note that q (n)1 =x(n)1 /k(n) [ 1. So 1−q (n)1 \ 0. Moreover,
r (n)i −q
(n)
i [ 0 for i=2, ..., k. Since di > 0 for i=2, ..., k,
r (n)i −q
(n)
i Q 0, as nQ.
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for i=2, ..., k (This also follows from the fact that there are ai > 0
(i=1, 2, ..., k) such that f(z)=Oz, wP, where w=(a1, ..., ak)-from the
proof of 2.9). Since q (n)i [ 0 for i=2, ..., k,
r (n)i Q 0, as nQ., k=2, ..., k.
We now repeat some of the argument used in the proof of 2.9.
Let S be the subset of {1, 2, ..., k} such that {z (n)i } is bounded if i ¥ S. By
passing to a subsequence, we may assume that z (n)i Q. if i ¨ S and
z (n)i =z
(1)
i if i ¥ S. The proof of 2.9 shows that we may further assume that
z (n)i =0 if i ¥ S. Since r (n)i Q 0 for i=2, ..., k, 1 ¨ S. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that z (n)i Q., i=1, 2, ..., l and z (n)i =0 if
i=l+1, ..., k. Suppose that
z (n)i =m
(n)
i z
(1)
i and m
(n)
i Q. (nQ.),
i=2, 3, ..., l. Let c=max{z (1)1 , z
(1)
2 , ..., z
(1)
l } and ln=min{m
(n)
i : i=2, ..., l}.
By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that ln=m
(n)
l . Since r
(n)
i Q 0
as nQ., i=2, ..., k, we conclude that ln/m(n)Q 0 as nQ.. Set
wn=c(yn−ln y1). Then wn ¥ G and wn \ c(m(n)−ln) e1. However,
lim
nQ.
f(wn)/c(m(n)−ln)
= lim
nQ.
f(yn−ln y1)/(m(n)−ln)
= lim
nQ.
51 m(n)
m(n)−ln
2 1f(yn)
m(n)
2−1 ln
m(n)−ln)
2 f(y1)6=d1.
Note that the l-th coordinate and i-the coordinates of wn are zero if i \ l.
Therefore, we may assume that z (n)i =0 for i=l, l+1, ..., k. Thus, by
repeating the above and by induction, we may assume that z (n)i =0 for all
i=2, ..., k. Therefore, me1 ¥ G for some positive integer m. L
Lemma 2.11. Let G be as in Lemma 2.8 and let T be a Choquet simplex.
Let F be a dense, divisible and ordered subgroup of Aff(T) with the strict
ordered (i.e., f ¥ F+0{0} implies f(t) > 0 for all t ¥ T). Suppose that
f: GQ F is a positive homomorphism such that f(g) > 0 for all g ¥ G+0{0}.
Then there exists a positive homomorphism f˜: ZkQ F such that f˜|G=f and
f˜(ej) ¥ F+0{0}, where ej is as in the proof of 2.8.
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Proof. By 2.9, we may assume that
U(e1)(t)=inf{f(g)(t)/n: n ¥ Z+, g ¥ G, ne1 [ g} > 0
for all t ¥ T. Let
L(e1)(t)=sup{f(g)(t)/n: n ¥ Z+, g ¥ G, g [ ne1}
and let
H(e1)(t)=U(e1)(t)−L(e1)(t)
for t ¥ T. Then H(e1)(t) \ 0. It follows from 2.10 that, if H(e1)(t)=0 for
some t ¥ T, then there is a positive integer m ¥ Z such that me1 ¥ G. If this
is the case, we let f(e1)=f(me1)/m ¥ F+0{0}. So we now assume that
H(e1)(t) > 0 for all t ¥ T.
We claim that, for any t0 ¥ T,
lim inf
tQ t0
H(e1)(t) > 0
for all t ¥ T.
We extend f on QG by defining f(rg)=rf(g) for all r ¥Q and g ¥ G.
Note that, since QG is finite dimensional, if {xn} …QG is a bounded
sequence, so is {f(xn)}. Note that we assume that H(e1)(t) > 0 for all t ¥ T.
There are gn ¥QG with gn \ e1, gn=(1, r (n)1 , r (n)2 , ..., r (n)k ), where r (n)i ¥Q+
for i=2, 3, ..., k and tn ¥ T such that tn Q t0 and fn(gn)(tn)(t)Q
lim inftQ t0 U(e1)(t), and there are yn ¥QG with yn [ e1, yn=(1, q
(n)
1 , q
(n)
k ),
where −q (n)i ¥Q+ for i=2, 3, ..., k and sn ¥ T such that sn Q t0 and
f(yn)(sn)Q lim suptQ t0 L(e1)(t).
By the proof of 2.9, for each t ¥ T, there exist ai > 0, i=1, 2, ..., k such
that f(z)(t)=Oz, wP for z ¥ G, where w=(a1, ..., ak). Therefore {r (n)i } is a
bounded sequence for every i=2, ..., k. Similarly, {q(n)i } is a bounded
sequence for every i=2, ..., k. Thus {f(gn)} and {f(yn)} are (uniformly)
bounded (on T). Since QG is finite dimensional, {f(gn)} and {f(yn)} are
pre-compact subsets of Aff(T). Thus, without loss of generality, we may
assume that f(gn)Q g and f(yn)Q x uniformly on T, where g, x ¥ Aff(T).
Since each gn \ e1 and yn [ e1, we conclude that g(t) \ U(e1)(t) > 0 and
x(t) [ L(e1)(t) for all t ¥ T. Furthermore,
g(t0)=lim inf
tQ t0
U(e1)(t) and x(t0)=lim sup
tQ t0
L(e1)(t).
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Since we assume that H(e1)(t) > 0 for all t ¥ T, Therefore g(t) > x(t) for
all t ¥ T. Since x and g are continuous and T is compact,
inf{g(t)−x(t) : t ¥ T} > 0.
This implies that
lim inf
tQ t0
H(e1)(t) > 0
for all t0 ¥ T.
Now we use the claim to prove the lemma.
If me1 ¥ G for some positive m ¥ Z, then it is clear that f(e1)=f(me1)/m
in F+0{0}. So we assume that
lim inf
tŒQ t
H(e1)(tŒ) > 0
for all t ¥ T. Since T is compact and H(e1) is upper semi-continuous, the
above inequality implies that
inf{H(e1)(t): t ¥ T} > 0.
Set a=inf{H(e1)(t): t ¥ T} > 0. Then
0 < a [ lim inf
tŒQ t
H(e1)(tŒ)
for all t ¥ T.
Then
lim sup
tŒQ t
L(e1)(tŒ) < x(t)+a/8 < x(t)+a/4 < g(t)−a/2 < g(t)−a/4
< lim inf
tŒQ t
U(e1)(tŒ).
Note also
x(tŒ) [ L(e1)(tŒ) and U(e1)(tŒ) [ g(tŒ)
for any tŒ ¥ T. So, in particular,
x(tŒ) [ g(tŒ)
for all tŒ ¥ T.
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Therefore there is a neighborhood O(t) such that the following hold:
L(e1)(tŒ) < lim sup
tœQ t
L(tœ)+a/16 < x(tŒ)+a/8 < x(tŒ)+a/4
< g(tŒ)−a/2 < g(tŒ)−a/4 < lim inf
tœQ t
U(e1)(tœ)−a/8 < U(e1)(tŒ).
for all tŒ ¥ O(t). Since T is compact, there are O(t1), O(t2), ..., O(tl), such
that 1 li=1 O(tl) ‡ T. Note that (xi and gi corresponding to O(ti))
xi(t)+a/4, gi−a/2 ¥ Aff(T) i=1, 2, ..., l. Set
xˇ=(x1+a/4)K (x2+a/4)K · · · (xl+a/4) and
gˆ=(g1−a/2)N (g2−a/2)N · · · (gl−a/2).
Since xi [ L(e1)) and U(e1) [ gj for i, j=1, 2, ..., l,
xˇ [ gˆ.
Since T is a Choquet simplex, Aff(T) has the Riesz interpolation property
(see II.3.11 in [Alf]). Thus there is h ¥ Aff(T) such that
xˇ [ h [ gˆ
Therefore (by considering each O(ti))
L(e1)(t)+a/16 < xˇ(t) [ h(t) [ gˆ(t) < U(e1)(t)−a/16
for all t ¥ T. Hence,
L(e1) < h−a/32 < h < U(e1)−a/16.
Since both h−a/32 and h are in Aff(T) and F is dense in Aff(T), there is
f ¥ F such that
L(e1) [ h−a/32 < f < h < U(e1)−a/16.
We define f˜(g+me1)=f(g)+mf for g ¥ G and m ¥ Z. Set GŒ=G+Ze1.
Then f˜ is an extension of f. It follows from Lemma 3.2 in [GH] that f˜
(defined on GŒ) is positive. Since F is a group, the image of f˜ is in F.
Since
sup{f˜(y)/n: y ¥ GŒ and y [ nej} \ sup{f(y)/n: y ¥ G and y [ ne1} > 0,
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we conclude that f˜(g) > 0 for all g ¥ G −+0{0}. Thus, so-defined f˜ on GŒ
satisfies the conditions in the lemma. So, by repeating the above (to e2 and
so on), we obtain the desired f˜. L
Definition 2.12. Let A be a C*-algebra and T(A) be the tracial state
space. For each y ¥ T(A), define (y é Tr)(p) for every p ¥Mm(A) for all m,
where Tr is the standard (not normalized) trace on Mm. For each projec-
tion p ¥Mm(A), define r([p])=y(p). This gives a positive homomorphism
rA: K0(A)Q Aff(T(A)). This homomorphism rA will be used in the rest of
the paper.
Lemma 2.13. Let A be a unital separable C*-algebra such that every
irreducible representation has rank no more than k. Suppose that g1, g2, ..., gn
¥K0(A)+ with g1=[1A], G is the subgroup generated by g1, g2, ..., gn and F
is a dense divisible ordered subgroup of Aff(T), where T is a Choquet
simplex, such that f ¥ F+0{0} implies that f(t) > 0 for all t ¥ T. Then, for
any positive homomorphism k: rA(G)Q F there are irreducible representa-
tions p1, p2, ..., pL and a positive homomorphism t: K0(Ái pi(A))Q F such
that
k p rA(g)=t p 1 ÂL
j=1
(pi)g (g)2
for all g ¥ G.
Proof. View s(A) as a subset of T(A). Then, by 2.7, the map fW f|s(A)
from Aff(T(A))Q C(s(A)) is an order isomorphism. Therefore, by 2.4,
that there are p1, p2, ..., pL such that
r(g)W ((p1)g (g), (p2)g (g), ..., (pn)g (g)))
(g ¥ G) is an order isomorphism from r(G) to (a subgroup of)K0(Ái pi(A)).
Denote this subgroup by H. Then there exists a positive homomorphism
tŒ: HQ F such that
k p r(g)=tŒ p 1 Ân
j=1
(pi)g (g)2
for all g ¥H. Then, by 2.11, there exists a positive homomorphism
t: K0(Ái pi(A))Q F such that t|H=tŒ. L
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3. CLASSIFICATION OF SIMPLE NUCLEAR C*-ALGEBRAS
3.1. Let A be a C*-algebra. Let Cn be an abelian C*-algebra so that
Ki(A é Cn)=Ki(A; Z/nZ) (i=0, 1) (see [Sc]). Denote by P(A) the set
of all projections in M.(A é C˜n) and M.(A é C(S1) é C˜n), n=1, 2, ... .
In what follows, by abuse of notation, we often use P for its image in
K0(A é Cn) and Kg(A; Z/nZ).
In this section we will often use the following six term exact sequence:
K0(A)ŁK0(A, Z/kZ)Ł K1(A)
…k ‡k
K0(A)˜K1(A, Z/kZ)˜K1(A),
where k(z)=kz for z ¥Kg(A) ([Sc]). As in [DL], we use the notation
K(A)= Â
1=0, 1, n ¥ Z+
Ki(A; Z/nZ).
By HomL(K(A), K(B)) we mean all homomorphisms from K(A) to K(B)
which respect the direct sum decomposition and the so-called Bockstein
operations (see [DL]). HomL(K(A), K(B))+ is the subset of those maps a
such that a(K0(A)+0{0}) …K0(B)+0{0}. It follows from [DL] that if A
satisfies the Universal Coefficient Theorem, then HomL(K(A), K(B))=
KL(A.B). Let A and B be two C*-algebras, let e > 0 and F be a finite
subset of A. A map L: AQ B is said to be F-e-multiplicative if
||L(ab)−L(a) L(b)|| e
for all a, b ¥F.
Given a projection p ¥ P(A), if L: AQ B is an F-d-multiplicative con-
tractive completely positive linear map with sufficiently large F and suffi-
ciently small d, ||(L é id)(p)−pŒ|| < 1/4 for some projection pŒ. We will
define [L](p)=[pŒ] in K(B). It is easy to see this is well-defined (see
[Ln3]). Let P … P(A) be a finite subset. We say [L]|P is well-defined,
if [L](p) is well-defined for every p ¥P, and if [pŒ]=[p] and pŒ ¥P,
[L](pŒ)=[L](p). We see this is possible by making F sufficiently large
and d sufficiently small. In what follows, when we write [L]|P we mean
that [L] is well defined on P. To save notation, the reader should be aware
that in later use we will not distinguish [L](p) from [L]([p]). Moreover,
it is sometimes more convenient to write a(p) and a|P instead of a([p])
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and a|[P], where a ¥HomL(K(A), K(B)). Suppose that q is also in P(A)
with [q]=k[p] for some integer k. Then by adding sufficiently many
elements (partial isometries) in F, we can assume that [L](q)=k[L](p).
We denote by P0 the subset of P consisting of those elements from the
projections in M.(A), by G the subgroup generated by P, and by G0 the
subgroup of K0(A) generated by P0. Suppose that G=Zn À Z/k1Z À · · ·Z/
kmZ. Let g1, g2, ..., gn be free generators of Zn and ti ¥ Z/kiZ be the
generator with order ki, i=1, 2, ..., m. Since every element in K0(A) may
be written as [p1]−[p2] for projections p1, p2 ¥ A éMl, for some l > 0,
with sufficiently large F and sufficiently small e, one can define [L](gj)
and [L](ti). Moreover (with sufficiently large F and sufficiently small e),
the order of [L](ti) divides ki. Then we can define a map [L]|G by defining
[L](;ni ni gi+;mj mjtj)=;ki ni[L](gi)+;mj mj[L](tj). Note, in general,
[L]|P may not coincide with [L]|G on P. However, if F is large enough
and e is small enough, they do coincide. In what follows, we say [L]|G is
well-defined and write [L]|G if
(1) [L] is well-defined on {g1, g2, ..., gn, t1, ..., tm} with the order of
[L](ti) dividing ki,
(2) [L]|P=[L]|G on P.
3.2. Recall that a unital simple C*-algebra A is said to have tracial
topological rank zero (TR(A)=0) if for any e > 0 and any finite subset F
containing a nonzero element b \ 0, there exists a nonzero projection p ¥ A
and a finite dimensional C*-subalgebra B with 1B=p such that
(1) ||[x, p]|| < e for all x ¥F,
(2) pxp ¥e B for all x ¥F and
(3) 1−p is equivalent to a subprojection of (bAb).
Definition 3.3. Let A=limnQ.(An, fn) be a unital simple C*-algebra,
where An=Á l(n)i=1 Pn, iM(n, i)(C(Xn, i)) Pn, i and Pn, i ¥M(n, i)(C(Xn, i)) is a
projection, and Xn, i is a finite connected CW complex. Recall (see [G2])
that A is said to have slow dimension growth if
lim
nQ.
min
i
rank(Pn, i)
(dim Xn, i+1))
=..
We denote by C0 the class of those C*-algebras of real rank zero with the
above form which have slow dimension growth. It is known (see [Ln2] and
[EG]) that if A ¥ C0, then TR(A)=0.
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It is shown that if A is a unital separable simple C*-algebra with
TR(A)=0, then A is quasidiagonal, has stable rank one and real rank
zero. Furthermore, K0(A) is weakly unperforated.
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a unital simple C*-algebra in C0 such that
rA(K0(A)) is divisible and let 0 < r < 1 be a rational number. Let P be a
finite subset of P(A) and G0 be the subgroup of K0(A) generated by
P 5K0(A). There is a finitely generated subgroup D … rA(K0(A)) such that
rrA(G0), rA(G0) … D and if we define h: G0 QK0(A) by h(g, d)=(g, rd),
where G0 … ker rA(K0(A)) À D, there exists a sequence of contractive
completely positive linear maps kn: AQ A such that
||kn(ab)−kn(a) kn(b)||Q 0,
[kn]|P 5K0(A)=[h], [kn]|P 5K1(A)=idP 5K1(A)
and
[kn]|P 5Ki(A, Z/mZ)=idP 5Ki(A, Z/mZ)
(i=0, 1).
Proof. Fix a finite subset F … A and let G be the subgroup generated
by P. We assume that F is so large that, if e > 0 is small enough, then
[L]|G is well-defined (see (1) and (2) in 3.1) for any F-e-multiplicative
contractive completely positive linear map L. Write A=limnQ. An, where
An is a unital hereditary subalgebra of Mk(n)(C(Xn)) for some finite CW
complex Xn. Let i: An Q A be the homomorphism induced by the inductive
limit. It follows from 2.1 in [EGL] that we may assume that i is injective.
We may also assume that i is unital. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that F … i(An) and P … [i](P(An)). Fix an integer K > 0. We
choose D large enough so that
1/K!(rrA([i](K0(An)))+rA([i](K0(An))) … D.
Since rA(K0(A)) is divisible,
K0(A)/mK0(A)=ker rA(K0(A))/mK0(A).
Let hŒ(g, d)=(g, rd)be defined onker rA([i](K0(An)) À D andF: K0(An)Q
K0(A) be defined by hŒ p i. Let F¯ be the map from K0(An)/kK0(An) to
K0(A)/kK0(A) induced by F. If k < K!,
(g, rd)=(g, 0)=(g, d) in K0(A)/kK0(A)
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for g ¥ ker rA(K0(A)) and d ¥ rA([i](K0(An))). So i and F induce the same
map on K0(An)/kK0(An). Therefore the following diagram commutes (for
k < K!):
Define b|K0(An)=F, b|K0(An, Z/kZ)=F¯, bK1(An)=idK1(An) and b|K1(An, Z/kZ)=
idK1(An, Z/kZ) (for k \K). We see b also preserves the exact sequences
Ki+1(−, Z/kZ)QKi(−, Z/mZ)QKi(−, Z/kmZ)QKi(−, Z/kZ),
i ¥ Z/2Z.
Since Ki(An) is finitely generated, we can choose K so large that every
finite order of Ki(An) divides K. Then by the UMCT of Dadarlat and
Loring ([DL]) and 2.11 in [DL], b ¥KL(An, B)+. It follows from [Li]
that there is a homomorphism f: An Q A such that [f]=b. We will iden-
tify i(An) with An (note i is injective). Since i(An) is nuclear, for any e > 0,
by [Ln3], there is a contractive completely positive linear map k: AQ A
such that
||k(a)−h(a)|| < e/2
for all a ¥ G, where i(G) ‡F. The lemma follows by choosing sufficiently
small e. L
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and A=C(X). Then
the following exact sequence splits:
0Q ker rA QK0(A)Q C(X, Z)Q 0.
Proof. Let G be the subgroup of K0(A) generated by trivial projections.
It is clear that rA is injective on G. For every f ¥ C(X, Z)+, there is a trivial
projection p ¥Mn(C(X)) for some n such that the dim p=f. Thus rA is
also surjective on G. The lemma follows. L
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Lemma 3.6. Let A be a unital separable C*-algebra and h: AQ B be a
homomorphism with finite dimensional range, where B ¥ C0 and rB(B) is
divisible. Suppose that P … P(A) is a finite subset. Then for any integer
K > 0 there exists a homomorphism hŒ: AQ B éK with finite dimensional
range such that ([h]+[hŒ])(g) ¥K!Ki(B, Z/kZ) for all g ¥Ki(A, Z/kZ)
(i=0, 1, k=0, 1, ...) and
([h]+[hŒ])|P 5K0(A, Z/kZ)=0.
Proof. Let G0 be the subgroup generated by P 5K0(A). Assume that
P 5K0(A, Z/kZ)=” for all k \K.
Let hŒ be the direct sum of K!−1 copies of h. Thus, ([h]+[hŒ])(x)
=K!([h](x) for all x ¥Ki(A, Z/kZ) (i=0, 1 and k=0, 1, ...). Thus
([h]+[hŒ])|P 5K0(A, Z/kZ)=0. L
Lemma 3.7. Let A ¥BD be a unital separable C*-algebra and B be a
unital simple C*-algebra in C0 such that rB(B) is a divisible. Let P … P(A) be
a finite subset and a ¥HomL(K(A), K(B))+ with a([1A])=[q], where q ¥ B
is a projection. Suppose that fn: AQ B éK is a sequence of contractive
completely positive linear reaps such that
||fn(ab)−fn(a) kn(b)||Q 0
for all a, b ¥ A and
[fn]|P=a|P+[Hn]|P,
where Hn is a homomorphism from A to B éK with finite dimensional
range, and suppose that for any g ¥K0(A)+0{0}, rB p a(g) ] 0. Then there
exists kn: AQ B such that
||kn(a) kn(b)−kn(ab)||Q 0
for all a, b ¥ A and
[kn]|P=a|P ,
Proof. Let G0 be the subgroup generated by P0, where P0 is the subset
of P 5K0(A). By applying 3.6 and adding a homomorphism with finite
dimensional range, we may assume that [Hn](K0(A)) …K!K(B) and
[Hn]|P 5K0(A, Z/kZ)=0.
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Therefore, since the image of Hn is finite dimensional, we may assume that
[fn]|P 5K1(A)=a|P 5K1(A) and [fn]|P 5Ki(A, Z/kZ)=a|P 5Ki(A, Z/kZ) (i=0, 1).
Let G1=rA(G0) and write G0=ker rA(G0) À G1. By 2.4, there exist finite
dimensional irreducible representations p1, p2, ..., pm of A such that b0(f)=
(tr1 p (p1)g (f), ..., trn p (pm)g (f)) (f ¥ G1) is an order isomorphism from
G1 to its image, where tri is the standard normalized trace on pi(A). Let
C=Ámi=1 pi(A) and P: AQ C be the direct sum of p1, p2, ..., pm. Then
b1=[P]|G1 is an order isomorphism from G1 to its image in Z
m=K0(C).
Note that ker rA … ker rB p [fn]. Thus there exists b2: b1(G1)Q Aff(T(B))
such that
b2 p b1 p rA(g)=rB p [fn](g) for g ¥ G0.
Since rB(B) is a divisible subgroup of Aff(T(B)), by 2.11, there exists a
positive homomorphism b˜2: ZmQ rB(B) such that
(b˜2)|b1(G1)=b2.
Note that ker rA … ker rB p a|K0(A). So rB p a induces a positive homo-
morphism from b1(G1) to rB(B). We denote it by z. Note z(rA(g))=
rB p a(g) for g ¥K0(A). Then, by 2.11, there exists a positive homo-
morphism l: ZmQ rB(B) such that l|b1(G1)=z|b1(G1). Furthermore, by 2.9,
we may assume that l(ej) > 0 for j=1, 2, ..., n. Similarly, there is a positive
homomorphism l1: ZmQ rB(B) such that (l1)|b1(G1)=rB p [fn]. Therefore
there is a positive rational number r ¥Q+ (0 < r < 1) such that
l(ej)−rl1(ej) > 0 for each j.
Therefore l−rl1 : ZmQ rB(K0(B)) is a positive homomorphism. Set b3=
l−rl1. Suppose that
P 5Ki(A, Z/kZ)=”
if k > K. Let D … rB(K0(B)) be a finitely generated subgroup such that
D ‡ (1/K!)(im b3+im rB p [Hn]) and D ‡ rB(a(G0)). Furthermore, we
want D to satisfy the conditions in 3.4 for the above r.
Denote by p0: ker rB(K0(B)) À DQ ker rB(K0(B)) the projection. Note
since Hn are homomorphism with finite dimensional range, [fn]|ker rA(G0)=
a|ker rA(G0). By applying 3.4, we have a sequence of contractive completely
positive linear maps Ln: BQ B such that
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[Ln p fn]|G1=rrB p a|G1+p0 p a|G1+rrB p ([Hn])|G1+p0 p ([Hn])|G1
=r(l1 p b1)|G1+p0 p a|G1+p0 p ([Hn])|G1 ,
[Ln p fn]|ker rA(G0)=a|ker rA(G0), [Ln p fn]|P5K1(A)
=[fn]|P5K1(A)=a|P5K1(A) and
[Ln p fn]|P5Ki(A, Z/kZ)=[fn]|P5Ki(A, Z/kZ)
=a|P5Ki(A, Z/kZ), i=0, 1 and k <K.
Since [Hn](K0(A)) …K!K0(B) for k < K and rB p [Hn] …K!D, p0 p
[Hn](K0(A)) …K! ker rB.
Let H (0)n : CQ B be the homomorphism such that Hn=H(0)n pP. Note
that −p0 p [H(0)n ]+b3 : K0(C)Q ker rB(K0(B)) À D …K0(B) is a positive
homomorphism. Therefore there exists a homomorphism h1: CQ B éK,
such that
[h1]=−p0 p [H(0)n ]+b3.
Let h2=h1 pP. Since h2 factors through a finite dimensional C*-subalgebra,
[h2]|K1(A)=0, [h2]|ker rA(G0)=0 and [h2]|K1(A, Z/kZ)=0.
For every g ¥K0(C, Z/jZ),rB p[h1](g) ¥K!(D).Moreover, −p0 p[Hn](K0(A))
…K!K0(B). Therefore
[h2]|P 5K0(A, Z/kZ)=0.
Now
[Ln p fn]|G1+[h2]|G1=rrB p a|G1+rrA p [Hn]|G1+p0 p a|G1
+p0 p [Hn]|G1+(−p0 p [Hn]+b3 pP)|G1
=rrB p a|G1+rrA p [Hn]|G1+b3 pP|G1+p0 p a|G1
=rB p a|G1+p0 p a|G1=a|G1 .
Therefore
[Ln p fn]|G0 À [h2]|G0=a|G0 .
Set kn=Ln p fn+h2. Then
[kn]|P=a|P. L
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Theorem 3.8. Let A and B in LBD be two unital separable simple
C*-algebras with TR(A)=TR(B)=0 and such that rA(K0(A)) is divisible.
Then A 5 B if and only if
(K0(A), K0(A)+, [1A], K1(A)) 5 (K0(B), K0(B)+, [1B], K1(B)).
Proof. By [Ln3], it suffices to show that A and B are pre-classifiable. It
follows from [Ln2] that K0(A) is weakly unperforated and has the Riesz
interpolation property. By [EG], there exists a unital simple C*-algebra
C ¥ C0 such that
(K0(C), K0(C)+, [1C], K1(C))=(K0(A), K0(A)+, [1A], K1(A)).
Thus we may assume that B=C. Therefore it suffices to show that A is pre-
classifiable. Let b ¥KL(A, B)+ so that it carries the above homomorphism.
Since C is pre-classifiable, we see it suffices to show that, for any finite
subset P … P(A), there exists a sequence of contractive completely positive
linear maps Ln: AQ C such that
||Ln(a) Ln(b)−Ln(ab)||Q 0
for all a, b ¥ A and
[Ln]|P=b|P.
Fix a finite subset F … A. Since A is in LBD, we may assume that there
exists a unital separable C*-subalgebra Am … A such that Am …BD,
F … Am and P … [j](G), where G is a finite subset of P(Am) and j: Am Q A
is the embedding. Set a=[j]×b ¥KL(Am, B). Therefore it suffices to
show that there is a sequence of contractive completely positive linear maps
Ln Q B such that
||Ln(xy)−Ln(x) Ln(y)||Q 0
for all x, y ¥ Am and
[Ln]|G=a|G.
Since both A and B are simple, and a|K0(A) is an isomorphism, for any
g ¥K0(Am)0{0}, rB p a(g) ] 0. It follows from [Ln3] (see also [DE]) that
there exists a sequenceof contractive completelypositive linearmapskn: Am Q
B éK and a homomorphism Hn: Am Q B éK with finite dimensional
range such that
[kn]|G=a|G+[Hn]|G.
Thus the existence of {Ln} follows from 3.7. L
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4. APPLICATIONS TO CROSSED PRODUCTS
In this last part of the paper, we would like to shed some light how the
main result (3.8) can be applied to certain simple crossed products.
First we mention the following result.
Theorem 4.1 (cf. [Ln1]). Let A ¥LBD be a unital separable simple
C*-algebra with unique normalized trace. Suppose that A has real rank zero,
stable rank one and weakly unperforated K0(A). Then TR(A)=0.
Theorem 4.2. Let A ¥LBD be a unital separable simple C*-algebra
with unique normalized trace and let Q be the UHF-algebra with K0(Q)=Q.
Then TR(A é Q)=0. Moreover, A é Q 5 C, where C is the C*-algebra of
direct limit of circle algebras with the same K-theory as that of A é Q.
Proof. It follows from [Ro] that A é Q has stable rank one and real
rank zero. Moreover, K0(A é Q) is weakly unperforated. Furthermore,
rA é Q(K0(A é Q)) is a divisible group. So 3.8 applies. It follows from
[Ell1] that there is a unital simple C*-algebra C which is a direct limit of
circle algebras such that (K0(C), K0(C)+, [1C], K1(C)) 5 (K0(A é Q),
K0(A é Q)+, [1A é Q], K1(A é Q)). L
The following has been proved in [LP]
Theorem 4.3 (Q. Lin–N. C. Phillips). Let M be a compact manifold and
h: MQM be a minimal diffeomorphism. Then A=C*(Z, M, h), the simple
crossed product arising from the smooth minimal dynamical system is in
LBD. In fact, A has locally subhomogeneous approximation. Furthermore A
has stable rank one and K0(A) is weakly unperforated.
Therefore, the main result (3.8) can be used to classify those simple
crossed products when they have real rank zero.
Corollary 4.4. Let M1 and M2 be compact manifolds, hi: Mi QMi be
a minimal diffeomorphism (i=1, 2) and let Ai=C*(Z, Mi, hi). Suppose that
TR(Ai)=0 and rA(K0(Ai)) is divisible. Then A1 5 A2 if and only if
(K0(A1), K0(A1), [1A1], K1(A1)) 5 (K0(A2), K0(A2)+, [1A2], K1(A2)).
Corollary 4.5. Let M1 and M2 be compact manifolds, hi: Mi QMi be
a minimal diffeomorphism (i=1, 2). Suppose that (Mi, hi) has a unique
invariant measure (i=1, 2). Let Ai=C*(Z, Mi, hi). If
(K0(A1), K0(A1), [1A1], K1(A1)) 5 (K0(A2), K0(A2)+, [1A2], K1(A2)),
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then
A1 é Q 5 A2 é Q,
where Q is the UHF-algebra with K0(Q)=Q.
Proof. Since both A1 é Q and A2 é Q have a unique normalized trace,
it follows from [Ro] that A1 é Q and A2 é Q have real rank zero. Then,
combining 4.3 with [Ln2], we conclude that TR(A1 é Q)=TR(A2 é Q)
=0. Furthermore, rAi (A1 é Q) is divisible (i=1, 2). Thus Theorem 3.8
applies. L
The following concerns a conjecture in [LP2]. Note there are unique
ergodic minimal diffeomorphisms on all odd spheres (see (FH]).
Corollary 4.6. Let h1 and h2 be unique ergodic minimal diffeo-
morphisms of Sm and Sn respectively, with m, n \ 3 and odd. Then
C*(Z, Sm, h1) é Q 5 C*(Z, Sn, h2) é Q.
Proof. Let A1=C*(Z, Sm, h1) and A2=C*(Z, Sn, h2). It follows from
5.3 in [LP2] that A1 and A2 are simple, (K0(A1), K0(A1)+, [1A1],
K1(A1))=(K0(A2), K0(A2)+, [1A2], K1(A2)). Thus the corollary follows
from 4.5. L
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